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Your eyes are closed, but you feel a nice cool
breeze on your face and you can hear the sound
of leaves rustling.

You move a little, and it seems like you're
lying on something soft.

Somehow, this feels like paradise. 

If not for that urgent need for you to clear
your bladder. >>



You open your eyes. It's dusk, and the clouds
roll by slowly in the breeze.

As you stare into the sky, you notice a streak
of red that seems to be coming closer.

The streak is accompanied by a whizzing sound.
The closer it gets, the louder the sound.

You squint, trying to figure out what the
mysterious object is. >>



Before you know it, the whizzing sound gets to
a deafening volume, and you hear a loud crash
not far from you. It seems the object has hit
the ground.

You bolt upright, full bladder and all. 

Wait a minute, wasn't this supposed to be
paradise? 

WTF just happened? >>



You look around frantically, but all you see is
a desolate grassland that looks like pure
wilderness.

There are mountains in the distance, but
there's no sign of civilization.

You suddenly realize how alone you are.

>>



You start searching in your pockets for your
mobile phone. You need to contact someone,
anyone.

Strangely, the device that you pull out of your
pocket, while similar in size to your phone, is
something you've never seen before.

You turn it over in your hands, trying to find
a switch of sorts.

>>



Found it! You press the button and the screen
buzzes to life.

"No connection found"

You try to turn the device on and off a few
times, but the screen just shows the same
mocking white text. 

>>



Great. You're in a desolate grassland with
nothing but a device that doesn't work. What
now?

You pace around for a while. 

There might be unknown threats. You don't want
to risk getting a jumpscare while peeing.

That would be the worst thing ever. >>



There doesn't seem to be anything worth doing
in the area you're in either. 

Wait a minute.

The crash earlier!

That's got to be a part of the plot right? 

>>



You smirk to yourself. How obvious!

But follow the plot you shall. Soon, you find
yourself approaching the strange object.

It looks like a metal canister or capsule of
sorts. 

Still intact despite having crashed to the
ground, and way too small to contain another
lifeform like you. >>



So it's not a Superman storyline, you think to
yourself.

A part of the capsule is embedded in the ground
from the crash impact, but you can see a "Alpha
M0722-D" engraved on it. And a "Timeleap
Industries" right below that.

Right after reading the words, you feel a
horrible splitting headache.

>>



You grab your head and close your eyes, feeling
as though you're about to remember something
important.

Although your eyes are closed, you feel as
though you can see fleeting images. 

Strangely, they look like Telegram speech
bubbles?!

>>



>>



>>



WTF was that?

It seems like the images disappeared as
suddenly as they appeared.

You shake your head, deciding to explore the
capsule further. You walk closer and notice
that it's releasing a mist.

The stench reminds you of an old humidifier
that hasn't had its liquid changed for ages. >>



What a disgusting capsule, you think to
yourself.

But you've already gone this far, and it looks
like the mist is dissipating.

Soon, you notice a shiny object lying neatly
within the capsule.

>>



Your parents have always told you not to pick
up random objects for fear of bad luck.

But being the rebellious degen that you are,
you decide to reach for the object.

It feels cold and heavy. As you open your palm
to look at it, you realize that it's a key.

>>



Your first thought was to take a photo, post it
on Twitter, and see if anyone of your 65k
followers knew what it was. 

Your account is botted, you know that, but what
the heck.

Wait, it seems that the device you grabbed from
your pocket wasn't your phone. It was the
mysterious device that had no connection
whatsover. >>



As you hold the device in your hand, you feel 
 the key in your other hand start to shiver and
grow lighter.

Wait, the key just disappeared into thin air!?

At that moment, you notice that the screen of
the mysterious device had lit up.

The key that disappeared was now rotating on
the device screen! >>



Well, we can't animate it on a PDF so just
imagine it doing a cool rotation 😈

>>



There were three words below the key: "You're
welcome. Survive."

Great, you think to yourself. The first thing
you need to is pee - survival can wait.

>>



KEYS OFKEYS OF
CIVILIZATIONCIVILIZATION
Generation zero | Alpha M0722-D

Prevalent Key of Civilization
Ancient Key of Civilization 
Destined Key of Civilization 



PREVALENT KEYPREVALENT KEY  
OF CIVILIZATIONOF CIVILIZATION  
Unlocks a modern time capsule
(lootbox) which may contain farming
items / tools in our current age.

Max Supply: 86,400



ANCIENT KEYANCIENT KEY  
OF CIVILIZATIONOF CIVILIZATION  
Unlocks a rare ancient time capsule
(lootbox) which may contain land,
magical artifacts, or pantheon
blessings

Max Supply: 720



DESTINED KEYDESTINED KEY
OF CIVILIZATIONOF CIVILIZATION
Unlocks a rare sci-fi time capsule
(lootbox) which may contain land /
farming technological enhancements
or avant-garde automations

Max Supply: 720


